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COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCIES IN VIRGINIA:
Local Anti-Poverty Warfare

By JUDITH L. PALKOVITZ

During th late 1950's and the early
1960's there was a growing awareness
that an "Other America" existed in the
mid t of the relatively affluent majority
of people in the United States. Political
scienti ts and sociologists began to ob
serve and write about that segment of
the population which lived in a "culture
of poverty," a chronic rather than a
temporary condition, unrelated to cyclical
di ruptions in the general economy. It
became clear that the welfare programs
of the 1930's, designed to overcome prob
lems of the Depression and continued
long after the Depression had ended,
were not designed to lift persons out of
poverty. Rather they had as their goal
the maintenance of people at a minimum
living standard.

The I{ennedy Administration launched
a series of ta k forces to develop pro
grams different from the traditional wel
fare programs to rehabilitate individuals
and make them self-sufficient. The John
son Administration continued these task
forces and their recommendations

g d e entually a the "War on
Poverty." The enactment of the Economic
Opportunity ct in 1964 was the begin
ning of a concerted attack on the culture
of poverty.

t the core of the War on Poverty was
Title II of the 1964 Act, the Urban and
Rural Community Action Programs. In
Virginia, and throughout the nation, the
community action agencies play a novel
and important role in the new approaches
to the poverty problem.

THE ATURE OF COMMUNITY ACTION

Traditional welfare programs dealt
with specific egments of the poor. Often
coordination between programs was non
exi tent and much duplication of effort
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occurred. Commu it cti ge cie
(CAAs) were conceived to be coordinators
for the many public and private efforts
aimed at improving the Ii es and physical
conditions of the poor. Within all com
munities there are public agencies - the
welfare department, recreation depart
ment, board of education, to name a few
- whose activities are wholly or in part
directed at the poor. umerous private
agencies also attempt in their own way
to alleviate social ills. Often no mecha
nism exists whereby the efforts of public
and private agencies can be brought to
gether to attack a particular problem.
Each group or agency goes along imple
menting its own program sometimes un
aware of the resources of others in the
area.

The C s were devised to fill this
gap, to assume a cementing role be
tween agencies, institutions, and indivi
duals and, to mobilize the many diverse
resources in an effort to improve the
general health and vitality of the com
munity. In addition, the C A was to
provide a "point of entry" fo tho e pe 
sons in the community who wished to
"do something" but did not know where
to begin or where their talents would be
most useful. Finally, and very important
ly, the C was to provide the means by
which the poor would be able to help
decide what programs and policies would
be activated and conducted to deal with
their problems. The uniqueness of the
CAA concept was that the poor did in
fact have th right to a say in such pro
grams. Rather than have things done to
or for them, they would henceforth par
ticipate in the decision-making process
on an equal footing with other egment
of the community.

The administrative tructure of the
CA was designed to promote commu
nity-wide policy-making. One-third of the

local C boa d, by law, had b
representatives of the poor cho en by the
poor. The remainder of the board in
cluded representatives of the local go 
ernment (s), its agencies, and private
groups and institutions. The board was
responsible for choosing a director and
approving his staff appointment. Pro
grams were to be worked out by the di
rector, neighborhood groups, and ad hoc
committees, in close cooperation with the
board. In addition, many component
projects were to have advi ory boards
which included representatives of the
poor. In this way the admini trative truc
ture reflected an underlying concept of
the "War on Poverty" - maximum
feasible participation of the poor.

The Office of Economic Opportunity
(OEO) was established in Wa hington to

receive grant applications, appro e or
disapprove them, and offer guidance and
technical assistance. Local governments
were to approve the establishment of a
CAA and the state government were em
powered to approve or di appro e them.
Although no CAA could be establi hed
in a state if the governor did not wi h
the state to participate, the program was
largely designed as a Federal-local ar
rangement. Since the beginning of the
program, the roles of the state and local
governments have been signific:lntly
strengthened.

The Economic Opportunity ct gave
tremendous leeway to the C . Realis
tically, the dimensions of po rty and the
resources available to all iate it differ
substantially from communit to com
munity. CAAs were suppo ed to tailor
make the programs to their own itua
tions, responsive to local condition and
circumstances.
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COMMUNITY ACTION IN VIRGINIA

Localities throughout Virginia re-
ponded in a variety of ways to the com

munity action concept. Some communities
began to organize immediately while
others howed little or no inclination to
participate. Of the 30 agencies which
have been established, 12 are contained
in ingle counties, 7 are single cities, 8
are city-county combinations, and 3 are
multi-county in scope. They are located
in Tidewater, Northern Virginia, Central
Virginia, and the Southwest. With one
exception, all CAAs are non-profit private
agencies which were specifically con
. tituted to conform with the Economic
Opportunity Act. One city has a public
agency.

The number of CAAs has remained
virtually the same since 1965 although
two agencies are currently in the process
of being phased out. There were probably
some areas of the State in 1964 which
wanted no part of "another welfare pro
gram" and continue to have little interest
in establishing aCAA. But there is - a
stronger reason why the number has re
mained static. After the first group was
established and secured Program Develop
ment Grants to plan community action
programs, OEO began to take much long
er to approve ew CAAs, due to the
limited appropriations made by Congress.
It would have been unwise for OEO
to encourage the establishment of
agencies that could not be funded sub
sequently. There had to be some leeway
for increasing the funds required by
existing agencies with maturing programs.
Thus, more than one dozen counties in
Virginia had their applications for initial
funding returned to them and some coun-
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ties that have since attempted to join
the existing C s have been turned
down by OEO for the same financial
reasons.

Approximately 60 percent of the State's
population is within the geographical
jurisdiction of a community action
agency. That 60 percent includes two
thirds of the State's Negro population
and 58 percent of the white population.
Many newspaper articles have conveyed
the impression that the "anti-poverty
program" is a egro program. Although
the racial composition of a few counties
and cities may result in a program di
rected almost exclusively at Negroes, both
races participate in almost all programs
and are deriving whatever benefits com
munity action programs may afford. The

tatewide progra . neither black nor
white.

It is difficult to determine what propor
tion of any county or city population
i "poor" e pecially since the 3,000
"poverty line" has yet to be generally
accepted. But some idea of whether C As
are accessible to Virginia's poor can be
developed by comparing personal income
data for localities in the State. The
Bureau of PopUlation ~nd Economic
Research of the University of Virginia
has made estimates of the average per
sonal income in the State and in each
city and county. Eleven of 20 cities
which fall below the State average per
sonal income have CAAs; 29 of the 59
counties which have less than three
fourths of the State average income are in
CAAs.

lthough the overwhelming majority
of the State's poor are included within
a CAA jurisdiction, there are still a great
number of poor people in Virginia who
cannot participate in a community action
program because their locality is not in
cluded in a C . The extent to which
the existing agencies do in fact reach the
poor cannot be ascertained at present
since availability of a program does not
guarantee participation. Yet it cannot be
denied that whatever benefits are availa
ble from the community action agencies
are not enjoyed by a sizeable proportion
of poor Virginians.

THE COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAMS

That CA s were conceived to be re
sponsive to local needs is evident from
the content of the Economic Opportunity

ct. The pertinent questions which must
be asked is to what extent Virginia CAAs
have used the Act's flexibility and ex-

ercised their freedom from guidelines?
What programs have the CAAs chosen
to conduct? The two programs which
have dominated community action pro
grams in Virginia from the beginning
are Head Start and the Neighborhood
Youth Corps. Taken together, these pro
grams account for approximately 65 per
cent of all the Federal money allocated
to C~t\.As in Virginia during the fiscal
year 1965-66.

eighborhood Youth Corps

The main goal of the Neighborhood
Youth Corps (NYC) is to develop the
skills of persons between the ages of 16
and 21 who have little work experience
or poor records of past achievement. A
secondary goal of the NYC is to en
courage and enable participants to resume
or continue in school.

Local government departments, hos
pitals, and other similar agencies are the
main employers of YC enrollees. YC
participants supplement rather than re
place existing staff under the careful at
tention of a supervisor who is acquainted
with the program and its goals. Special
tutoring and guidance programs also are
given to enrollees. Although much local
time is invested in the program, few
local dollars need be allocated to establish
and maintain it. In most instances the
local community's share of an NYC pro
gram is met by the in-kind contribution
of supervisory time.

Benefits of the NYC program have a
direct impact on the community. Young
people who are already an unemployment
statistic or have the definite potential
of becoming one receive valuable train
ing and guidance and the opportunity
to become employable, self-supporting
members of their communities.

Head Start

Although the first day of school is
usually the beginning of formal education
for all youngsters, children from middle
and upper-income families have a definite
advantage over their poorer counterparts.
Head Start programs attempt to bridge
the gap which exists between these chil
dren. Contrary to popular opinion, Head
Start was not intended to be a nursery
school or kindergarten, but rather, to
foster positive concepts and attitudes
toward learning. In addition, simple daily
habits of good health and grooming would
be stressed and opportunities to receive
medical and dental examinations would



be made available. Head Start really
meant catch-up.

Mo t CAAs have delegated responsibil
ity for Head Start to their respective local
school boards with the CAA assuming the
role of a sponsoring agency. In addition,
many school boards of governments not
affiliated with a CAA have applied for
and received funds to conduct Head
Start programs. The local share of the
co t of Head Start programs can usually
be supplied by the in-kind contribution
of educational facilities, special education
material and supplies, and volunteer
time. Advisory groups which include
parents are part of the decision-making
tructure.

The early preference Virginia CAAs
showed for NYC and Head Start pro
gram is quite understandable. These pro
grams are obviously attractive to many
communities because they are aimed at
the very young and school' "drop-outs."
Their goals are readily apparent to even
tho e critics who are most skeptical of
"hand-outs" and "welfare," and such goals
are often deemed worthwhile. Consequent
ly, they gain community-wide acceptance
more easily than many other programs.

Head Start and YC programs, both
"prepackaged" in Washington, gave
C As the opportunity to cut short the
usual lead time required before other
programs could be started. The in-kind
provisions for the local share of NYC and
Head Start obviated the need to raise
local dollars for the programs, while the
Congressional appropriations for both
programs have been substantial compared
to other CAA programs. Both programs
enabled CAAs to give visible evidence
that they are doing something concrete.
Relatively ready community acceptance,
easily obtainable financing, and pre
packaged programs resulted in the domi
nation of CAA activity by Head Start
and YC.

Because both programs are basically
"Federal" programs, designed in Wash
ington, one must look further to see if
Virginia CAAs are responsive to local
circumstances and needs. If Head Start
and YC constituted the only CAA ac
tivities in Virginia, the community ac
tion agencies would not be fulfilling their
original goals.

eighborhood Centers

Community Action Agencies in Vir
ginia are actively involved in organizing
egments of the community. Such organi

zation often takes the form of neighbor-
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hood groups in "target areas." A target
area is defined as one in which a com
munity action project will most likely
have a significant impact. Organization
attempts are aimed at making the resi
dents aware of and interested in par
ticipating in the local community action
program. The most significant product
of many of these organizational efforts
has been the establishment of neighbor
hood centers. Many C directors con
sider neighborhood centers to be one of
the best ways to involve the poor and
make the CAA program responsive to
local conditions. Seventeen of the 30
CAAs have established one or more of
these centers.

Some CAAs have attempted to bring
the community into the neighborhood by
establishing "offices" for employment per
sonnel, volunteer groups, and public
agencies. These informal "offices" are
more apt to reach individuals than the
more impersonal facilities in the city hall
or county courthouse. Special aides em
ployed by the centers, often residents of
the neighborhood, work in "out reach"
programs based in the center. These aides
bring residents' problems to the atten
tion of public and private agencies and
act as the residents' advocates. Aides are
trained to interpret the agency to the in
dividual and relate the individual's
needs to the agency.

In some neighborhoods, the employ
ment of mothers and the care of small
children has been given a high priority.
In response, centers are used as day-care
facilities for these children. Part of the
center may be simultaneously used as a
training center for the mothers.

Neighborhood centers have become
natural arenas for meetings, activities for
residents of all ages, and points of con
tact between the general community and
the target area. The widespread and
diverse use of the neighborhood center
concept in Virginia during the last two
years indicates that community action
agencies have begun to orient their pro
grams to particular local conditions.

Individual communities have branched
out into many other programs too numer
ous to mention in detail here. Such
programs include legal aid services, hous
ing rehabilitation projects on a small
scale, home-making improvement classes,
and marketing cooperatives. Some CAAs
have not been able to develop programs
with a diversity commensurate to the task
of making a significant and widespread
impact on local conditions, but most of

Virginia CAAs are making great strides
in that direction. CAAs are realizing that
priorities must be established and that
the CAA itself should be a coordinator
rather than the administrator of many
programs. Other local agencies are grad
ually taking over more of the programs
so that CAAs can concentrate on plan
ning programs and organizing support
and participation. It is not unrealistic
to speculate that if Congressional ap
propriations for locally conceived pro
grams were more substantial, or other
resources were developed, even more
progress toward the stated goals of com
munity action programs could be realized.

RECENT CHANGES

One national development which could
change the direction of community ac
tion programs throughout the country,
and in Virginia, was the 1967 amendment
to the original Economic Opportunity
Act. Of major importance was the
strengthened position of local govern
ments in the administrative structure of
the Community Action Agencies. The
passage of the "Green Amendment" gave
local governments the power to appoint
at least one-third of the board members.
Provision had previously been made only
for local government official representa
tion on the boards of CAAs. In addition,
local governments were given the option
of redesignating the agency which would
act as the CAA for the community. It
was presumed that many local governing
boards would designate a department of
the local government or an entirely new
group. By doing so, local governments
would obtain much greater control over
the local agencies.

The "Green Amendment" evolved from
the idea that CAAs were in some instances
competing with local governments. CAAs
could become a separate base of power on
the local scene since they were largely
funded from a non-local source - the
Federal government - and had power
and authority to conduct programs in the
locality. By law, the CAA may not or
ganize any segment of the community
for partisan political activity. But the
act of organizing neighborhood groups
and community-wide interest and activity
in programs can undoubtedly lead to the
formation of new "publics" which can
make demands on the local political
structure. The strength of such groups
cannot be measured with any accuracy
but in some communities in Virginia they
have been able to exert influence on local



deci ion-making in matters not directly
concerned with the local community ac
tion program. County supervi ors and city
councilmen subsequently have been faced
with one more group which ha goals,
aims, and demands.

It is most interesting to note that to
date no local government in Virginia has
exerci ed the option of designating an
entirely new organization to conduct the
community action programs. lthough
oppo ition to the present status of C s
as private organizations was voiced in
some of the public hearing held on the
rede ignation question, the preponder
ance of public comment was on the side
of keeping the CAAs as private organi
zations. In the course of their existence,
the CA have developed public support
aln ng group and individuals who are
either the beneficiaries of CA programs
or volunteer and interested citizens who
have been invol ed with such programs.
Al 0, in order to change the status of a
C which included more than one local
go ernment in its geographical jurisdic
tion, a con en us among each affected unit
of government was necessary to ecure a
redesignation from OEO. The lack of
such con ensus in some areas prevented
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a change in the tatus of the C

In addition, it must be admitted that
some local governments in Virginia have
participated only negligibly in the affairs
of the CA and were disinclined to in
crease their participation. They did not
want the re ponsibility for the CAA nor
did they care to become more involved.
Indifference characterized some of the of
ficial local government re ponse. The
re ult ha been that the C s in Virginia
continue a private group with govern
mental recognition, participation, and
varying amount of financial a sistance.
Local government control of the agencies
has been strengthened through increased
representation on the board, but, to this
point, most programs have remained
virtually unchanged.

If all the counties and cities which had
wanted to establish C s in Virginia
had been granted permission by OEO to
do so, well over 75 percent of the State's
population would have been eligible to
participate in the community action pro
grams. Federal financial limitations have
meant that the units of local government
which were not able to get in on the
program in the beginning have scant

hope of ever becoming part of it. Th
same financial problems restrict the exi t
ing CAAs from fulfilling their goal .

If CAAs continue to gain greater com
munity approval and, perhaps more im
portantly, official local government
enthusiasm, the State government may
become interested in participating to a
greater extent. There is no reason why
many programs could not be funded by
the State of Virginia rather than the
Federal go ernment. The State would
thereby become a major partner in what
is now largely a Federal-local effort to
improve the status of the poor in the
communities within its border.

From the beginning, CAAs in Virginia
have struggled with local indifference, and
restricted resources. Over the year~an

agencies-have overcome these obstacles
through imaginative use of local talent
and resources. Success has not character
ized all their efforts but significant tep
have been taken through the C to
identify and begin the attack on local
problems. A individual programs mature
and diversify, Virginia's CA s are turning
potential community betterment into a
reality.
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